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POLISH STAMPS ISSUED IN GT. BRITAIN. SECOND SERIES

Since December 15, 1941, the Polish postal service has been operating on

Polish merchant and naval ships, in accordance with the terms of the Universal
Postage Convention, Letters posted on board all Polish ships, wherever they

may be, can be franked with Polish stamps for delivery anywhere in the world.
The stamps are much valued by collectors and care certain, in time, to rank among

the most interesting specimens.

The first series issued on Dec. l5, 1941 consisted of eight stamps showing
views of Poland at war and under German occupation, and groups illustrating the

Polish Forces in Great Britain. The first issue is now almost; exhausted .and is

being replaced by a new set of eight, illustrating the Polish war effort and the

Polish Underground Movement, The values of the stamps range from 5 gr. to Zi. I. 50

Six of the new stamps depict Poles at war in the various theatres of

operations.

The 5 gr. stamp shows a 'Jellington bomber of a polish Coastal Command Squadron
attacking a U-boat in the Atlantic,

The 10 gr. snows ships of the Polish Merchant Navy steaming in convoy.

The 25 gr. commemorates the part played by Polish troops in the Battle of

France.

The 55 gr. shows Polish forces during the Battle of No rway.

The 75 gr, brings memories of desert 'warfare, in which -he Polish Carpathian
Brigade played a gallant part in the defence of Tobruk.

The 80 gr. portrays the late Gen. Sikorski' s last visit to the Polish Forces

In the Middle East, in June 1943.

The ZI. 1. 0 and the ZI.I.50 are perhaps the most striking stamps in the whole

series, and have no parallel in philatelic history. They shew Incidents in the

operations carried out by the Polish Underground Movement.

The first shoe's Poles destroying a railway line running through forests in
a lonely district of Inland; two men are loosening the rails

,
while, a third

watches, revolver in hand, for the appearance of German patrols.

The second, ZI.I.50, shows the printing department of. Polish underground
paper, set up in an attic.

The stamps were designed by F/Lt, A. Horowicz of the Polish Air Force.
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